X-ray diffraction studies of 14-filament models of deoxygenated sickle cell hemoglobin fibers. II. Models based on the deoxygenated sickle hemoglobin crystal structure.
The calculated transforms of a number of crystal-based models of the deoxygenated sickle cell hemoglobin fiber have been compared with X-ray diffraction data of 15 A (1 A = 0.1 nm) resolution. The fiber models consist of 14 single strands of sickle cell hemoglobin (HbS) molecules, which associate into seven protofilaments arranged similarly to those present in the crystal structure. Six of the protofilaments are arranged in three crystallographic until cells extending in the c-axis direction with the seventh protofilament positioned so as to provide an elliptical cross-section when the assemblage is viewed down the fiber axis. Models were generated by systematically and independently translating each of the model's three subcells in steps of 3.5 A along the fiber axis. The seventh protofilament was kept fixed as a point of reference. Each translation of a subcell corresponded to a different fiber model whose transform was then compared with observed data. In all, over 46,000 transforms were computed; of these, three models with minimal residuals were identified. The free energy of packing for all crystal-based models was evaluated to find configurations of protofilaments possessing minimal free energies. The results of the calculations support the subcell configurations of two of the three models with minimal residuals.